WOMEN & FINANCES: WHAT
UTAHNS NEED TO KNOW
OVERVIEW
US women have traditionally lagged men in terms of ﬁnancial opportunity and education.
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HOW DOES UTAH STACK UP?
Utah women are distinct in terms of pay and employment patterns.
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CHILDHOOD
Many ﬁnancial situations during childhood show gender inequity.
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YOUNG ADULT/ADULTHOOD
Low pay, debt, and other money challenges can leave women behind.
US women earn 57% of bachelor degrees but hold 2/3 of total college debt.
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than men.
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SENIOR YEARS
Senior women face a “gender investment gap” and other ﬁnancial challenges.
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Social Security for Seniors
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Despite low payouts, women need social security.
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WHAT CAN WE DO?
We all share the responsibility to enhance women’s lifelong ﬁnancial wellbeing.

Raise awareness of gender gaps in pay, debt, and wealth.

Help girls and boys develop ﬁnancial literacy.

Advocate for efforts to elevate women’s earning potential.

Help senior women gain ﬁnancial independence.

Click here for the full report.
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